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What concerns the Indian general public on the second wave
of COVID-19? An analysis of 80,000 tweets

The first few weeks of 2021 has led us to grasp the hard reality
that the COVID-19 crisis is far from over. In the second week of
December 2020, Britain prime minister Boris Johnson has
announced that a new COVID-19 strain was identified in Britain,
and it is 70%more transmissible than the previous strain. This led to
a series of stricter lockdowns implemented in the UK and many
other parts of the world. The second day of the year 2021 records
nearly a whopping 3,00,000 cases in the United States alone, the
highest ever recorded COVID-19 cases for a single day [1]. It was
soon reflected in other parts of the world. At the time of writing
(March. 2021), India began to report nearly 40,000 new COVID-19
cases which is nearly 78% increase compared to a month earlier
[2] (see Table 1).

Ever since the first case of COVID-19 was detected, social media
has been a platform for the general public to share their opinions
and concerns about COVID-19 crises [3]. For this study, we choose
Twitter to analyze the major aspects Indian citizens discuss about
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the new second wave of COVID-19. Using python library Twint, we
scrapped 80,000 unique tweets posted about a second wave of
COVID-19 during the first three months of the year 2021.

To understand the issues that concerned the general public
regarding the new COVID- 19 strain, we performed an LDA (Latent
Dirichlet Allocation) topic modeling. A group of algorithms that
summarizes a vast archive of texts by the process of discovering the
hidden topics and themes discussed within a set of corpora on its
own is Topic Modelling [4]. Blei, Ng, & Jordan, first proposed LDA in
2003. One of the positive aspects of LDA topic modeling is, it works
perfectly while dealing with a large amount of data [5]. For this
study, using Twitter API, we have scrapped 80,000 tweets of Indian
citizens having the word ‘second wave’ and ‘covid’ in the first three
months of 2021. The results of the analysis were given below.

Our analysis has shown that the possible fear of an increase in
the deaths because of new COVID-19 strain, the possibility of
reinstating lockdown, whether the hospitals have the capacity to
tackle the surging COVID-19 cases because of the new strain, the
aspect of traveling, whether the vaccines will be effective on new
strains, Whether the school will continue to be shut down, issues
related to personal finance, the general feeling of tiredness and the
unemployment were the top issues Indian general public voiced
about second wave of COVID-19.

Here we project two possible contrasting effects of social media
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Table 1
Latent Dirichlet Allocation Topics (Note: Topic label wasmanually labeled, and the topwords are generated by the LDAmodel).

Topic label Top words

Fear of increase in Deaths Strain, new, even, found, increase, death, fear
Possibility of reinstating Lockdown Still, look, right, impose, again, strain, lockdown
Capacity of the Hospitals Virus. New, case, hospital, increase, hold, shit
Traveling News, part, another, November, travel, flight, shut, can’t
Effectiveness of the Vaccine new, strain, vaccine, infect, doubt, effect,

effective
School test, help, school, mutant, kids, worry,

shut,
Location Country, London, Africa, already,

Denmark, shut, strain, area
Personal Issues Money, employ, Covid, year, business, crisis
Feeling Tired People, one, start, tired, affect, old, life, trauma
Unemployment Effect, affect, trauma, unemployment, shutdown, second
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communication on the mental health of the public. On the positive
side, such communication act as a coping mechanism which re-
duces mental strain, especially during the scenario where physical
socialization is restricted [6]. On the negative side, it may also
reinforce the mental health issues among the readers as it can be
related with empathy and similar emotions [7]. Though it is chal-
lenging for the authorities to tackle the situation, social media acts
as a platform to understand the public’s mental health concerns
and the factors that may lead to mental health issues. A collective
effort of the public, authorities, mental health workers, and poli-
cymakers to analyze such information and work for a proactive
environment can add a positive mental health scenario among the
public [7e9].
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